
PCI 

Controller ofExaminations 
Pacific Hills Airport Rond, Pratap Nagar Extension 
Debari, Udaipur-313003(Rajasthan) 
Ph.:0294-2494537, Fax : 0294-2494537 Mob.:9672978115 

PACIFIC ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
AND RESEARCH UNIVERSITY, UDAIPUR 

E-mail ld : exam@pacific-university.ac. in 

To, 

Dear Sir/ Madam 

Paper 

lam directed to inform you that you have been appointed as a paper setter and examiner in 

Of -

For the 

lopology-, (MsCM- 3303) 

Thanking you, 

Date 1 |19|292 

Maiu/tock 
Examination to be held inau o23_subject to the fulfillment of the condition encloved herewith 
separately. 

I shall be grateful if you could kindly accept the appointment, if not acceptable, kindly inform and return all 
the papers to the undersigncd immediately. 

Yours faithfully, 

CONVIDENTIAL 

It is desirable to go through the general instructions before setting and packing of question paper in 
envelope and complete all the entries on the envelopes enclosed. All these envelopes duly sealed may kindly 
be put in the bigger envclope and seal properly and deliver to the undersigncd personally or send by speed 
post so as to reach not later than..5).2o23 

Please note there is no system of moderation of question paper and the envelope (s) containing the MSS wi!! 
be sent to the press directly without opening. It shall be the sole responsibility of the paper setter to ensure 
that the paper set by him is complete and correct in all respect and sealed properly. 

Controller of Exams 



PRCIAC 

Controller of Examinations 
Pacific Hills Airport Road, Pratap Nagar Extension 
Debari, Udaipur-313003(Rajasthan) 
Ph.:0294-2494537, Fax : 0294-2494S37 Mob. :9672978115 
E-mail ld:exam@pacific-university.ac.in 

To, 

PACIFIC ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
AND RESEARCH UNIVERSITY, UDAIPUR 

Dear Sir/ Madam 

Paper 

Of -

For the 

kekha taheti 

I am directed to inform you that you haye been appointed as a paper setter and examiner in 

separately. 

Examination to be held in 

ain/bock 

Thanking you, 

Date 283023 
CONFIDENTIAL 

Yours faith fully, 

Controller of Exams 

CKsc-3I4/FE-q34) 

I shall be grateful ifyou could kindly accept the appointment, if not acceptable, kindly inform and return all the papers to the undersigned immediately. 

Cia�er set lubatf 
fanguagastndi 
euglisn ) 

It is desirable to go through the general instructions before setting and packing of question paper in envelope and complete all the entries on the envelopes enclosed.AIl these envelopes duly sealed may kindly be put in the bigger envelope and seal properly and deliver to the undersigned personally or send by speed post so as to reach not later than. 10.12.2023 

subject to the fulfillment of the condition enclosed herewith 

Please note there is no system ofmoderation of question paper and the envelope (s) containing the MSS will be sent to the press directly without opening. It shall be the sole responsibility of the paper setter to ensure that the paper set by him is comnplete and correct in all respect and sealed properly. 



PRCP 

Controller of Examinations 

Pacific Hills Airport Road, Pratap Nagar Extension 
Debari, Udaipur-3 13003(Rajasthan) 

PACIFIC ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
AND RESEARCH UNIVERSITY, UDAIPUR 

Ph.:0294-2494537, Fax :0294-2494537 Mob.:9672978115 
E-mail Id : exam@pacific-university.ac.in 

To, 

Dear Sir/ Madam 

Paper 

Of -

For the 

T am directed to inform you that you have been appointed as a paper se�ter and examiner in 

Examination to be held in 

separately. 

Date 21)2023 

Thanking you, 

CONFIDENTIAL 

stelatiuity Cosmology-(MsCM-o9 
Nogc-to gew' 

Yours faithfully, 

I shall be grateful ifyou could kindly accept the appointment, if not acceptable, kindly inform and return all 
the papers to the undersigned immediately. 

It is desirable to go through the general instructions before setting and packing of question paper in 
envelope and complete all the entries on the envelopes enclosed. All these envelopes duly sealed may kindly 
be put in the bigger envelope and seal propely and deliver to the undersigned personally or send by speed 
post so as to reach not later than..S0o23 

Controller of Exams 

Mas 2o5 subject to the fulfilment of the condition enclosed herewith 

Please note there is no system ofmoderation of question paper and the envelope (s) containing the MSS will 
be sent to the press directly without opening. It shall be the sole responsibility of the paper setter to ensure 
that the paper set by him is complete and correct in all respect and sealed properly. 



BNU/COE 

Nobles' Un. 

UDAIPUR 

From: 

niver. 

Controller of Examinations 
BHUPAL NOBLES' UNIVERSITY 
UDAIPUR- 313 001 (Raj.) 

No. BNU/COE/Secy/Scripts/201 - 201 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

BHUPAL NOBLES' UNIVERSITY 
UDAIPUR (RAJ.) - 313 001 

my last letter 
paper 

(class) 

Examiner No. 

Please quote this number in 'all future correspondence relating to the 
examination of22r23- Semester 

(session) 

44781 

For semester scheme examinations only: 

Telephone No. 7230060805 (0) 

CONFIDENTIAL 

(title) 

For Traditional Annual Examination only: 

Date 

A, (urge qumbgf) Va )YOxamination, 202)202 2. 

25 522. 
reshuhiesevgOPRAUNet as paer settgr and examiner in 

for the 

I write to inform you that as per directives the superintendent of centre, where the candidates took examination in 
your paper, sent the answer-books to this office which are being sent herewith an intact as we received. 

Necessary instructions had been issued to him/her to make the packet(s) of answer-bookds meant for you self 
contained. Still, if there is anything wanting or if you find any answer-book(s) not meant for you, in your packet, please write to 
me immediately and also return such answer-bookds duly packed to me by name under confidential cover. 

You will find the information about number of candidates registered, absented and presented in your subject/paper 
at the centre from the form meant for reporting absentees, which will be found kept in packet of answer-books along with the 
question paper. In case of any disparity or error in the information supplied by the centre Superintendent, you are requested 
to please make a reference to me at once and quote the code number of centre mentioned in the absentee statement. 

Soon after receiving the answer-books and checking them with the absentee statement you should please 

acknowledge the receipt on the printed letter sent herewith. This letter should be sent to me in the self addressed envelope. 

The marks may be awarded on respective 'answer of question in answer-book as well as on the cover page of the 
answer-book. 

Since we have the provision of Re-evaluation of answer-bookds it is requested that marks may not be awarded inside 
the answer-books but only write marks on the cover page in the columns given for the purpose. 

PT.O. 



BNU/COE 

nNobiee: 

UDAIPUR 

From: 

Un 

To 

Controller of Examinations 

BHUPAL NOBLES' UNIVERSITY 

UDAIPUR -313 001 (Raj.) 

BHUPAL NOBLES' UNIVERSITY 

No. BNU/COE/Secy/Scripts/201 -201 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

(çourse 

last lefter 
paper. 

UDAIPUR (RAJ.) - 313 001 

(class) 

Examiner No. 

Please quote this number In all future corfespondence ralating to the 
examination of 2223 Semester 

45687 

Vetitle), 

For semester scheme examinations only: 

For Traditional Annual Examination only : 

Telephone No. 7230060805 (0) 

Date 

er 

1 

CONFIDENTIAL 

23 

as paper setter and examiner in 
for the 

examination, 20)2202 

I write to inform you that as per directives the superintendent of centre, where the candidates took examination in 
your paper, sent the answer-books to this office which are being sent herewith an intact as we received. 

Necessary instructions had been issued to him/her to make the packet(s) of answer-bookds meant for you self 
contained. Still, if there is anything wanting or if you find any answer-book(s) not meant for you, in your packet, please write to 
me immediately and also return such answer-bookds duly packed to me by name under confidential cover. 

You will find the information about number of candidates registered, absented and presented in your subject/paper 
at the centre from the form meant for reporting absentees, which will be found kept in packet of answer-books along with the 
question paper. In case of any disparity or error in the information supplied by the centre Superintendent, you are requested 
to please make a reference to me at once and quote the code number of centre mentioned in the absentee statement. 

Soon after receiving the answer-books and checking them with the absentee statement you should please 
acknowledge the receipt on the printed letter sent herewith. This letter should be sent to me in the self-addressed envelope. 

The marks may be awarded on respective answer of question in answer-book as well as on the cover page of the 
answer-book. 

Since we have the provision of Re-evaluation of answer-bookds it is requested that marks may not be awarded inside 
the answer-books but only write marks on the cover page in the columns given for the purpose. 

PT.O. 

(session) 
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